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Ainsworth Game Technology
Phone: (702) 954-3000
agtslots.com
RIO RICHES

AGS
Phone: (702) 722-6700
playags.com
ARCTIC RICHES™
Arctic Riches™ is a
s n o w y, a r c t i c themed game that
features AGS’s Reel
Surge feature. The
Reel Surge feature
allows the reels to
change shape from
spin to spin. Arctic
Riches is a Class III
game built to captivate players with
its proven math,
crisp artwork, and
dynamic cabinet
lights.
Pays in Arctic
Riches are from left
to right and right
to left and use the
PowerXStream
evaluation method with 576 ways to win.
This new game also offers the bonus
trigger, which is a scattered trigger with
multiple triggers available on a single
spin. This arctic-themed game features
a mountain symbol as the highest paying
symbol, a blue wolf as the second highest paying symbol, a purple bear as the
third highest, and various themed objects
as the mid pays. AGS’ artists made the
graphics on this game crisp. Arctic Riches
has an animated top screen with a snowy
mountain and progressive meter. When
a bonus game is initiated an intense blizzard enraptures the mountain.
Imagine the Arctic Riches artwork in
the vibrant, brand-new Orion cabinet
captivating players on your casino
floor.
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Build excitement
on your casino floor
with Ainsworth’s Rio
Riches video slot
machine, designed to
keep players engaged.
This innovative
Stacked Up feature
enables players to
unlock a total of three
full reel sets during
the free games feature.
To build anticipation,
the player is awarded
one game array at a
time, while having the
chance to stack up the
next set of reels. Players activate the free
games feature by collecting three or more scattered “beach”
symbols. Each additional scatter awards
the next game array – along with additional free games building up to three
full reel sets. Up to 17 free games can be
won in the Stacked Up feature. During
the base game, players can also win the
Jackpot Spin feature when full stacks of
“beach” symbols land on the first two
reels. The Jackpot Spin awards one of two
progressive jackpots or a bonus credit
award.
With its sleek A640 cabinet, vibrant
graphics, and amusement building feature,
this 1-cent game is sure to attract players.

Aruze Gaming America
Phone: (702) 361-3166
aruze-gaming.com
999.9 GOLD WHEEL ULTRA STACK
LION GOLD™ / 999.9 GOLD WHEEL
ULTRA STACK DRAGON GOLD™
The Cube-X Ultimate® has added
some golden new games. 999.9 Gold

Wheel Ultra Stack Lion Gold™ and
999.9 Gold Wheel Ultra Stack Dragon
Gold™ are 5-reel, 50-line video games.
Players can choose to
add Gold Reels, which
unlock progressives and
add one solid reel of
wilds by increasing
their bet. Max bet
unlocks all progressives
and adds the possibility
of a 2x wild multiplier
for the wild reel.
Three scattered spin
symbols trigger the
999.9 Gold Wheel Feature. The physical wheel
will spin and award 8,
10, 15, 20 or 50 free
games or award a spin
on the Jackpot Wheel.
The Jackpot Wheel will
spin on the top video
screen and contains only
jackpots. Strike gold
with 999.9 Gold Wheel
Ultra Stack Lion Gold and 999.9 Gold
Wheel Ultra Stack Dragon Gold.

Eclipse Gaming
Phone: (770) 277-8783
eclipsegamingsystems.com
SUPER SLOTS OF CASH™
Super Slots of Cash™
combines a casino’s
need for an authentic
three-reel, one-line
game that delivers rich
math and the volatility
that a gambler desires,
while also providing an
easy-to-play game that
appeals to the casual
player. Along with
being a part of
Eclipse Gaming’s 10x
Wild Multiplier series,
these features have
quickly made Super
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Slots of Cash a consistent player favorite
in all markets and a top performer on
both the high limit and main slot floors.
Featured in Eclipse Gaming’s high
definition Saros™ cabinet, Super Slots of
Cash’s modern approach to the classic
one-line game marries oversized, visually
appealing traditional symbols with five
unique wild multipliers which award 2x,
3x, 4x, 5x or 10x bet. The lucrative top
award is triggered by two Super Slots of
Cash logo symbols and a 10x wild symbol
at max bet. Available in the Washington
X2 market, Super Slots of Cash is sure
to be a winner on any casino floor.

Everi
Phone: (512) 334-7500
everi.com
FU XUAN®
Fu Xuan® is an exciting
Asian-themed game that
offers players a chance for
good fortune, luck, and big
winnings with multi-reel
sets, which makes players
feel as if they’re playing
three games at once.
Fu Xuan includes a
free spin with Nudge®
and Symbol Save™, and
Graduated Reset with
Jackpot Advance.
Fu Xuan is available
on Everi’s Empire
MPX™, a space-efficient premium cabinet with a crisp 43" 1080p HD portrait
display, game-controlled lighting, and a
convenient charging station for mobile
devices. Fu Xuan is also available for the
Class II market.

IGT
Phone: (702) 669-7777
igt.com
MYSTERY OF THE CONGO®
Make room on your floor for IGT’s
Mystery of the Congo® Video Slots.
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Housed on the stunning
CrystalDual 27® gaming machine, this 4x4
reel, 100 credit cost-tocover game features the
all-new Mammoth
Reels®.
The Mammoth Reel
game family features
two game interfaces,
massive vertical reels
that extend into the top
screen, and 100 paylines
of action. During the
base game, stacks of
wild symbols move
from the main reels to
the Mammoth Reels
and expand to fill the
reels. Random wheel spins can award
up to 16x multipliers in the base game,
and 25x multipliers in the bonus. The
free games bonus can be triggered
through a wheel spin or when five
scattered bonus symbols land on the
reels. During the bonus, the wheel spins
before every game, and the free game
continues until both rings of the wheel
align with 5x, guaranteeing players a 25x
multiplier on their final free games.

Konami Gaming
Phone: (702) 616-1400
gaming.konami.com
AGENT: MAGNIFYING JACKPOTS™
Get on the case. Konami’s Strike
Zone™ mechanic has teamed up with a
slew of symbol-driven jackpots to give
players an investigative adventure as a
super sleuth detective. Expanding on the
Strike Zone series made popular with
Star Watch Magma™ and Star Watch
Fire™, Agent: Magnifying Jackpots™
by Konami Gaming, Inc. is a 5-reel
multi-denom game with scaling 4-level
standalone jackpots.
Throughout game play, reels outlined
in gold are part of the active Strike Zone,
which awards nudging full-reel wilds.

Players expand the Strike Zone to additional reels at higher bet amounts, up to
the entire reel frame. With each spin,
areas across all five reels are randomly
replaced with maximum, major and mini
symbols. Five matching jackpot symbols
on a payline instantly awards the corresponding prize. Full-reel jackpot symbols
on the first reel with full-reel nudging
wilds on the remaining reels awards the
Supreme jackpot.

Agent: Magnifying Jackpots is a
KP3+™ platform game featured on
Konami’s 43” curved Concerto™
Crescent™ cabinet, with spectacular
lighted inserts that span the entire length
of the game cabinet.

Scientific Games
Phone: (702) 897-7150
sggaming.com
JACKPOT PARTY ULTIMATE PARTY
SPIN® – FAR OUT ORANGE™ /
GROOVY GRAPE™
The Jackpot Party Ultimate Party
Spin® slot series offers two funky flavors
of games – Far Out Orange™ and
Groovy Grape™. These 5-reel, 30-line
games are showcased on the new
TwinStar® Ultra cabinet, which boasts
a 55-inch UHD top screen, that when
banked creates a thrilling community
gaming experience. This giant banked
top screen features the star of the
Jackpot Party, a big disco wheel that can
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award additional spins, pumped up credit
prizes and three levels of rockin’ progressive jackpots.

A pick feature kicks off the Jackpot
Party Bonus. Balloons fill the screen and
players pop the balloons to reveal credit
prizes, a spin of the wheel, or a Pooper
symbol that ends the pick feature. Then
the giant disco wheel spins. An outer
wheel awards a range of credit prizes
and five levels of jackpots, while an inner
wheel features Disco Ball wedges that
award additional spins, and Super Bonus
Present wedges that grant wheel spins
with enhancements, such as the
Ultimate Party Spin on a wheel with two
pointers that awards double the prize.
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XStream evaluation
method with 2,000
ways to win.
This new game
also offers the bonus
trigger, which is a
scattered trigger with
multiple triggers
available on a single
spin. This traditional Chinese,
lion-themed game
features a logo symbol as the highest
paying symbol, a lion
head as the second
highest paying
symbol, a full-body
lion as third highest, and various themed
objects as the mid pays. This game offers
three tiers of award sequences – all with
different graphics. Players will be enticed
by the various award sequences while
they play this game in the brand-new
Orion cabinet.
With its traditional Chinese color
scheme and focused gameplay, this new
game is sure to get your players roaring.

Ainsworth Game Technology
Phone: (702) 954-3000
agtslots.com

CLASS II
AGS
Phone: (702) 722-6700
playags.com
FORTUNE LION™
Hear your players roar with
excitement while they play Fortune
Lion™. Fortune Lion is a Chinese,
lion-themed game that features
Chinese-themed symbols and a traditional Chinese color palette that strongly
features reds, greens, yellows, and golds.
Pays in Fortune Lion are from left to
right and right to left and use the Power-
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BANANA LAND
Banana Land is a progressive game
featuring a combination of free-game
awards and a two-level progressive
jackpot, with the top award resetting at
$5,000.
These fun, yet mischievous looking
monkeys are available in non-progressive,
25-line standalone progressive and 25line “any bet” configurations. One of
Ainsworth’s lower volatility penny games,
Banana Land features a max bet of $2.50.
In the assortment of symbols, players
will see “wild” symbols, which substitute
for all symbols – except ‘scatter’. During
initial game play, three or more “Banana”
symbols triggers a total of eight free
games, activating the Wild Monkey

bonus feature. In
the bonus feature,
“Monkey” symbols are
turned into “Wild
Monkeys,” which
substitute for any
symbol – except
“Bananas” – to award
huge credit prizes.
To get the most out of
the game, players can
increase their scatter
wins by increasing
total bet. The mystery progressive can
be randomly triggered during primary
game play – so let the
mystery begin.

Eclipse Gaming
Phone: (770) 277-8783
eclipsegamingsystems.com
RAGIN’ BULL™
You don’t want to
wave the red cape in
front of this bull…
Ragin’ Bull puts players in the hot seat with
an exciting free spin
prize bonus that
awards up to 50x multipliers and a single
progressive jackpot that every
player will want
to capture.
Ragin’ Bull also
comes with Free Spin
Overloads – in this
adrenaline rushing
game, free spins are awarded
for two, three, four, or five scatter symbols appearing in any position on the left
most consecutive reels. Players can also
win five, ten, twenty or fifty free spins
with a scatter win of 2x, 10x, or 50x,
respectively.
Available on the Arcadia Select™
Multi-game series, Ragin’ Bull shows
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that in order to win big, sometimes you
have to grab the bull by the horns.

Everi
Phone: (512) 334-7500
everi.com
WILLIE NELSON’S SHOTGUN
WILLIE™ / WILLIE NELSON’S
WHISKEY RIVER™

The legendary country music of
Willie Nelson, one of the most iconic
American singer-songwriters of all time,
is on slot floors now with two new games
for Everi’s Player Classic® mechanical
reel cabinet – Willie Nelson’s Shotgun
Willie™ and Willie Nelson’s Whiskey
River™. These two games share a WAP
and are being shipped together as a leased
product. These games have exciting
bonus features and an eye-catching merchandising package with a 55” display
surrounded by backlit plexiglass and
Willie themed pod fillers that are sure to
draw in players. Both games are also
available for the Class III market.

IGT
Phone: (702) 669-7777
igt.com
WOLF RIDGE™
IGT’s Wolf Ridge™ Video Slots will
keep players engaged with its playerfavorite Prize Disk™ feature.
Before each spin, new prize disk
awards appear above reels one, three and
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five. If a Wolf trigger
symbol lands on reels
one, three or five, the
prize disk feature is
activated. When a trigger symbol lands on a
reel beneath a free
games bonus trigger,
the free games bonus is
initiated with up to 30
free games. In the
bonus, prize disk
feature symbols are
active on all five
reels, creating more
ways to win on every
spin. Housed on the
CrystalDual® 27,
CrystalSlant™
or
AXXIS™ 23/23 gaming machine,
this 3x5 reel, 40 pay-line game features
layered audio, lighting and animation
during the prize disk feature adding to
player excitement.

Scientific Games
Phone: (702) 897-7150
sggaming.com

a grand, major,
minor or mini
jackpot symbol
and illuminating
a spot on the
corresponding
jackpot’s meter.
Whichever meter
is populated first,
the corresponding jackpot is
awarded.
Both games
also have an
exhilarating Rising
Feature triggered by a
Glowing Panda or a Glowing Guardian
symbol in a winning combination. At the
beginning of the feature, all symbols lock
in place. An additional row is added, which
spins. Each additional Glowing Panda or
Glowing Guardian symbol landed will
lock the row, add an additional row and
grant one spin. The feature ends when no
additional Glowing Panda or Glowing
Guardian symbols are achieved or if
the reels have expanded to eight rows
offering 32,768 ways to win. ®

RISING PANDA™ /
RISING GUARDIAN™
Rising Panda™ and
Rising Guardian™, a new
series showcased on the
hugely successful TwinStar
J43™ cabinet is now available in the Class II
market. Rising Panda and
Rising Guardian are 5-reel,
Reel Ways® games with
1,024 ways to win. The
games boast four levels of
near-area progressive
jackpots, which can be won
in a thrilling jackpot feature. The jackpot feature is
triggered when illuminated
“scroll” symbols appear
on reel 1, 5 or both.
Players pick from 32 scrolls
with each pick revealing
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